Inspired by a real-life application, we investigate the computationally hard problem of extending a precoloring of an interval graph to a proper coloring under some bound on the number of available colors. We are interested in quickly determining whether or not such an extension exists on instances occurring in practice in connection with campsite bookings on a campground. A naive exhaustive search does not terminate in reasonable time. We have formulated a new approach which moves the computation time within the usable range on all the data samples available to us.
Introduction
A campground typically has different categories of campsites, such as tent sites and cabins of various sizes. For the campgrounds we have considered, the number of sites in each category typically ranges from 10 to 150.
Customers book a campsite on a campground for a period of time. This booking can be made at any time before arrival, of course depending on availability. A customer has the choice of booking a specific or an unspecified campsite. The desire to book a specific site often comes from knowing the campground and wishing to book the same site as a previous year or a site near some facility on the campground. We consider the problem of booking a campsite for the different categories separately.
Customers who book an unspecified campsite are told on the day of arrival which concrete campsite they have been assigned. Clearly, given a booking, we must determine if the booking will overlap in time and campsite with already accepted bookings or if there is a way of assigning campsites to all unspecified bookings such that no bookings overlap in time and campsites assigned.
The above could be viewed as an online problem [1] since bookings arrive over time and an irrevocable decision of whether or not to accept a booking must be made immediately, typically via a web site or over the phone. Accepting or rejecting a booking clearly influences which future bookings can be accepted. However, campgrounds typically do not want to turn down any booking requests if it is at all possible to accept the bookings. Hence, the problem is turned into a sequence of offline decision problems of deciding whether or not the addition of one concrete booking renders the assignment of unspecified bookings to concrete campsites impossible.
This offline problem can be modeled as the precoloring extension problem (PE) [2] on interval graphs [3] . As indicated by the name, interval graphs can be defined via intervals. Given a number of open intervals on the real line, we let each interval represent a vertex and define that two vertices are connected by an edge in the graph if their intervals overlap. We refer to the graph defined from a collection of intervals in this manner as the implied graph. Each booking represents an interval in time from a given date to some later date.
If we associate a color with each campsite at the campground, then a vertex coloring of the graph corresponds to an assignment of bookings to campsites, provided that no more than k colors are used where k is the number of campsites. Recall that for an assignment of colors to vertices to be a vertex coloring, each vertex must be given one color, and any two adjacent vertices must have different colors (for emphasize sometimes referred to as a proper coloring). This expresses that two bookings that overlap in time must be assigned to different campsites.
The set of bookings of specific campsites now corresponds to a precoloring, i.e., an interval is precolored with the color of the specific campsite. The overall problem can now be formulated as deciding if the precoloring of the implied interval graph can be extended to a proper k-coloring, where k is the total number of colors (campsites).
Let n denote the number of bookings. As a function of both k and n, the PE problem is NP-complete [2] . Even when making the restriction that each color is used at most twice in the precoloring, the problem remains NP-complete. If the number of colors is fixed and the problem is viewed as a function of n alone, then the problem becomes polynomial-time solvable [4] , with a running time of O(kn k+2 ). Though this is indeed polynomial, for k = 150 and some thousand bookings, this approach will not be feasible in practice. An alternative algorithm for graphs of bounded treewidth in [5] indicates an algorithm running in O(k k n). This is linear in n, but again not realistic in practice because of the particular dependency of k.
Hence, a new approach is needed, which takes advantage of the specific structure of the real-life instances. In general such instances have a structure where many bookings start and end on the same day (bookings that span a weekend, bookings that span a week, etc.). Without being able to identify precisely which properties data must have for the problem to become manageable in practice, the approach we discuss below is designed with the aim of taking advantage of the real-life experience that many bookings start and end on the same days.
It is clear that even though this problem is a decision problem, there is still the problem of deciding which campsite a customer gets when the customer turns up on the first day of the booking. However, as we show below, given our solution to the decision problem, it is also possible to extract an arrangement of the given bookings in an efficient manner.
Due to the complexity theoretical nature of the problem, one would not, in general, expect to terminate with a negative answer in reasonable time, since a complete exploration of the search space is required in order to conclude that a proper coloring does not exist. In the section on experimental results, we test a large collection of known positive instances and demonstrate that our algorithm quickly determines that a proper coloring exists.
Definitions
In the algorithm we develop, we process the intervals by processing their end points from left to right. We will use start point and finish point to refer to the left and the right end point of an interval, respectively.
An interval which is not precolored is denoted a movable interval. An interval for which we have processed its start point, but not processed its finish point, is called an active interval. A color c is said to be used if an interval precolored with color c is active; otherwise the color is said to be free.
A color class is a 2-tuple (C, I), where C is a set of colors and I is a set of intervals (both precolored and movable). Inserting an interval I into a color class, i.e., extending I with I, should be interpreted as that interval being colored with one of the colors from C in the final solution. The capacity of a color class is the number of elements in C, and inserting an interval into a color class is said to be exceeding the capacity of the color class if the number of elements in I would then be strictly larger than the capacity of the color class. If an interval I can be inserted into a color class C without exceeding the capacity of C, then we say that I fits in C. We refer to a color class as being empty if I = ∅.
A coloring of the intervals is said to be valid if all intervals are assigned colors such that if two intervals intersect they are not assigned the same color and all precolored intervals are assigned their precolored color.
The Algorithm
In the following, we process interval end points from left to right, i.e., in non-decreasing order of time. If some start and finish points coincide, we first process the finish points. The algorithm for processing one end point can be seen in Algorithms 1 and 2.
Algorithm 1
The main algorithm for treating one end point. Require: p is the next end point and S is the current set of divisions of the active intervals into color classes. Initially, S contains one element containing one color class of all the available colors and no intervals. 1: if p is a start point for interval I then 2: if I is precolored with color c then 3: for element s in S do 4: Let C be the color class of c in s 5: if I fits in C then 6: Insert I into C in s In
Remove s from S 21: else {p is a finish point for interval I}
22:
if I is precolored with color c then 23: for element s in S do 24: Let C be the color class of c in s 25:
Remove I from C
26:
Remove color c from C
27:
Create an empty color class C ′ of color c 28:
Insert C ′ into s 29:
for element s in S do 31:
Let C be the color class containing I in s 32:
Remove I from C 33: if S is empty then 34: Output that there exists no solution 35: for element s in S do 36: Merge all color classes with no movable intervals Instead of being an exhaustive search over all possible colorings of intervals, the algorithm now realizes an exhaustive search over all possible assignments of intervals to color classes. Especially because the merging of color classes when possible, the number of color classes, and therefore the number of steps in the search, is in practice kept much smaller than the number of colors. One could view this as merging equivalent branches in the search tree representing the search space.
In the main algorithm, the set S is used to keep track of this exhaustive search. An element in S is one concrete assignment of active intervals to color classes, and the set S represents all Algorithm 2 An algorithm for pruning search directions. Require: I is a movable interval which is considered for assignment to the color class C. Ensure: Return false if assigning I to C would exceed the capacity of C in the future, given knowledge of future precolored intervals. 1: Let cap be the number of free colors in C 2: Let den be the number of movable intervals assigned to C 3: Let P M be the set of finish points for movable intervals assigned to C 4: Let P P be the set of end points of the first future precolored interval for each of the free colors in C 5: Sort P = P M ∪ P P 6: for p in P do 7: if p is a start point for interval I then else {p is a finish point for interval I} such assignments that are possible, i.e., which could lead to valid solutions if the input ended after the current point (as we show below). This ensures the complete traversal of the search space.
The main property of a color class which guides the design of the algorithm and underlies its correctness is that when a movable interval is placed in a color class, it can receive any of the free colors in the class.
Color classes change in particular when intervals finish. Consider the example in Figure 1 where only three colors are available and all intervals are movable.
We enumerate the intervals from top to bottom. Up until point 2, everything is in the same color class. At point 3, the first interval finishes. This means that future intervals (starting at point 4, for instance) could be given the color of interval A, but not necessarily the color of other intervals in the color class (such as interval B or C). Thus, we split the color class, by letting the color of interval A form its own singleton color class.
Next, we discover that interval B finishes. For the same reason, the color of interval B now gets its own color class. However, as the last step in the treatment of an end point, we merge color classes with no movable intervals. Thus, the colors of intervals A and B now form a color class.
The action taken when an interval starts is to examine all possibilities for placing it in a color class. In addition to the naive density test as to whether we are considering placing an interval in a color class which already contains as many intervals as it has colors, one can add any number of additional local tests to try to determine early that the placement of an interval in a color class will not lead to overall success. A fairly efficient and also effective test of this type can be seen in Algorithm 2.
Assume that we are currently considering assigning an interval I to a color class. At that point, we know which colors are in the color class and we know the currently assigned intervals to the color class. In addition, we know which precolored intervals come in the future. Given that knowledge, it is possible to simulate the algorithm by only considering the future precolored intervals with a color belonging to that color class, and check to see if the capacity of the color class will be exceeded in the future, in which case we know for certain that assigning I to the color class will not result in valid solutions. Naturally, we only have to run the simulation until we have passed the finish point for I. This could be viewed as a further pruning of the search tree representing the search space.
Specifically, in the algorithm in Algorithm 2, we keep track of the number of active movable intervals, den (density), and the number of free colors, cap (capacity).If the density becomes at least as large as the capacity, it will not be possible to assign an additional interval to the color class. At the finish of a precolored interval, the main algorithm would split off a singleton color class for that one color. This would reduce the capacity of the current color class by one. We simulate the main algorithm by looking one precolored interval ahead per color.
For other applications, if one faces searches that are too time consuming, it would be obvious to experiment further with variations of this approach, and find a good trade-off point between searching and pruning.
Overall, if the main algorithm does not output that no solution exists, then there exists at least one solution to the given problem, and all solutions (as shown below) can be extracted from the sets S created by the algorithm.
Correctness
Let S m denote the set S after the algorithm has processed m end points, with S 0 denoting the initial set S , i.e., S 0 contains one element, which contains one color class of all the available colors and no intervals. Observe that each element s in S m is derived from an element in S m−1 by the algorithm. Hence, the sets S 0 , S 1 , . . . , S m give rise to a tree-like structure, where each element s in S m has exactly one parent element in S m−1 , etc. We denote the path from the root of the tree (the one element in S 0 ) to a leaf element s in S m as the history of s. After having processed m end points, some intervals have been processed completely (both their start and finish point have been processed), some intervals are active, and some have not yet been considered. Assume that the input ends just after the m'th end point, in the sense that all currently active intervals end in the same point. Given an element s in S m and its history, we can color the intervals seen so far by considering each color class in s. In each color class, the precolored intervals are assigned their precolored color, and the movable intervals are assigned the remaining colors in the color class in any order. Now consider the parent s ′ to s in the history tree discussed above. We now process s ′ in the same manner as we did for s. However, some of the intervals have already been colored in the previous step, and the color of such intervals cannot be changed. Continue in this way all the way to the root in the history tree. We show below that this process creates a valid coloring of the intervals.
In the following, we repeatedly use the observation that for all m and for all s in S m , all colors exist in exactly one color class in s. This is clearly true since all colors are in the one initial color class, and color classes are split in Line 26 and Line 27, and merged in Line 36.
Lemma 1.
For all m and for all s in S m and all color classes C in s, the free colors in C can be assigned in any way to the active movable intervals in C.
Proof. We first ignore the extra pruning in Line 12 and include this part again at the end of the proof.
We show this by induction in m. It is clear that the statement is initially true, since there exists only one color class which is empty. Now assume that the statement is true for S 0 , S 1 , . . . , S m−1 , and consider each of the possible types for the m'th point.
First, assume that the m'th point is a start point for a precolored interval I with color c. Consider element s in S m−1 and let C be the color class of c in s. If I does not fit in C, the partial solution s is removed from S and hence the statement is trivially true for all elements in S m that have s as parent (there are none). Now, assume that I fits in C. Obviously the number of free colors in C is decreased by one, but since the possible ways of assigning the free colors to the active movable intervals after I is placed in C is a subset of the possible ways that existed before I was placed in C, it follows from the induction hypothesis that the statement is still true after placing I in C, i.e., the statement is true for all children of s.
Next, assume that the m'th point is a start point for a movable interval. Consider any s in S m−1 and consider any child s ′ of s created by the algorithm where I is inserted into some color class C (without exceeding the capacity of C). By the same argument as in the previous case, if we assign (in s ′ ) any of the free colors to I, by the induction hypothesis, the remaining free colors can be assigned in any way to the other active movable intervals in C. Hence, the statement is true for s ′ . Now, assume that the m'th point is a finish point for a precolored interval I with color c. Consider any s in S m−1 , and let C be the color class of c in s. When processing the finish point, the algorithm splits C into two color classes: One empty color class consisting of just color c, and one of all colors (except c) and all intervals (except I) from C. It is clear that the statement is true for the first color class (since it is empty). For the second color class, the active movable intervals and the free colors are exactly the same as for C. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, the statement is also true for this color class.
Finally, assume that the m'th point is a finish point for a movable interval I. Consider any s in S m−1 and let C be the color class containing I in s. After processing the point, the free colors in C are the same as before processing the point. The number of active movable intervals have decreased by one. After processing the point, consider any assignment of the free colors to the active movable intervals. There must be at least one free color which is not assigned to any active interval since I just ended. Pretending that we assign this color to I, we get an assignment of the free colors to the movable intervals which were active before we processed the m'th point. By the induction hypothesis, the result follows.
Finally, observe that in Line 36, only color classes (for each s in S m ) which do not contain any movable intervals are merged. Hence, the lemma still holds after this merging.
We now return to the extra pruning carried out in Line 12. It is clear that the algorithm shown in Algorithm 2 simulates the development of the color class under the assumption that no future movable intervals exist. If the capacity of the color class is exceeded under that assumption, then it is clear that assigning I to cc would not result in any valid solutions. Thus, we only prune parts of the search space that will definitely not lead to a valid solution in the main algorithm.
It follows directly from the above lemma that the process of creating colorings from the sets S 0 , S 1 , . . . , S m described above does indeed create valid colorings, and hence, the colorings created in this way form a subset of all the possible solutions to the problem (under the assumption that the input ends just after the first m points). We now show that the algorithm actually creates all the solutions, establishing the correctness of our algorithm: if there is a solution, the final set S m after processing all m end points will be non-empty, and otherwise the algorithm will have output that there exists no solution.
Lemma 2.
All possible solutions to the problem can be found as a coloring that can be created from S m .
Proof. Let P m denote the set of all possible solutions to the problem after the first m points. Consider any solution p in P m , i.e., p is a coloring of all the intervals under the assumption that the input ends just after the first m points (as described above). We show by induction that the algorithm creates the same coloring. The base case is trivial. Assume that the statement is true for the first m − 1 points. If the m'th point is the finish point of an interval, then the statement follows directly from the induction hypothesis, since the intervals remain the same going from the first m − 1 points to the first m points. Now, assume that the m'th point is a start point for some interval I (precolored or not). Assume that in p, the interval I is assigned some color c. Hence, there exists a solution p ′ in P m−1 where all intervals (except I) are assigned the same colors as in p and the color c is not used for the intervals that are active after the first m − 1 points. By the induction hypothesis, there exists an s ′ in S m−1 where the coloring process can result in the same coloring as p ′ (if, when there is a choice in a color class, we color the interval according to the color assigned to it in p ′ ). Since color c is not used in the coloring, inserting another interval into the color class in s ′ containing color c would not exceed the capacity of the color class. It now follows directly from the algorithm that it creates an element s in S m which can be colored identically to p. Theorem 1. Algorithm Correctness: the set of all colorings that can be created from S m by the above process is exactly all the possible solutions to the problem.
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 1 and 2.
Implementation
The algorithm is implemented in the programming language P. Due to the large recursion depth, we have implemented the recursive depth-first search in the form of a backtracking algorithm. In addition, we have implemented the algorithm for extracting an assignment of the bookings to campsites in the case that a valid solution was found.
We have focused on the algorithmic improvements rather than fine-tuning of the code. Thus, optimizing the code or porting to C could likely improve the running times with roughly an order of magnitude.
Our implementation simply outputs either "True", indicating that the given instance has a solution, or "False", indicating that the given instance does not have a solution.
For the source code, as well as data and test runs, see [6] .
Experimental Results
We performed several experiments on real-life data from two different campgrounds, each having several categories of campsites.
The experiments were performed on an Intel Core2Duo 2.33 GHz CPU running Ubuntu Linux 2.6.24-27-generic. Only one of the cores were used.
The results from the full algorithm are displayed in Table 1 . Since it does not matter what type of booking it is, we have just enumerated them. There is no connection between bookings of different types. Thus, in everything that follows, we assume that we are discussing one selected type at one selected campground.
In Table 1 , "Sites" is the number of campsites (number of colors) available. "Size" is the number of bookings. This is over approximately three years.
We have made two significantly different type of test runs. For the first test run, we have considered the instance with these three years of bookings. "Total" shows the running time of this. However, this was just in order to try our algorithm on large instances. Since bookings come in over time, this instance has never occurred in practice at the campground.
Secondly, we have run the algorithm once for every booking. The data we have available lists (for all types) the date of booking, the date of arrival, the date of departure, which campsite (color) any given booking was historically given, and if the booking was for a specific site (precolored) or not.
When processing a given booking, we consider the situation at the time of booking. Thus, the instance consists of all bookings made before that time for a later stay. All bookings for stays before the time of the booking under consideration are ignored, except for all current bookings, i.e., bookings with arrival time before and departure time after the time of the booking under consideration. These bookings are precolored to be given the site that they were historically given. Because of this, these instances are not subinstances of the large instance consisting of all the bookings, and though they are smaller, some of them could in principle be harder to solve than the large instance. Under "Max", we list the maximal time it took to process such an instance. This is the maximum time a customer would have experienced when booking via a home page, via a phone call to the campground, etc. All times are in seconds. "-" indicates timeout which means that some call to the main algorithm ran for 10 minutes without reporting an answer.
Obviously, the extra work in applying the pruning increases the total running time for some instances, but for others, this additional work is essential to achieve a result within reasonable time.
Concluding Remarks
Due to the nature of the problem and the exhaustive search techniques which are employed, it is, in general, impossible to conclude that an interval can not be accepted, since, in order to do so, one would have to traverse the entire search space without finding a solution. Thus, one has to decide on a time limit, and if no positive answer is obtained within that time limit, a negative answer is returned.
Our focus has been on instances where the answer is positive, and on all such instances, we have been able to report that answer quickly.
It is of course possible in simple situations to report a negative answer (for instance if at some point the density exceeds the total number of colors), but in general, to give a negative answer with certainty requires an exhaustive search which cannot terminate within a reasonable time frame.
